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Element E-Liquids Releases Highly Anticipated Ns20 Line

New Salt Based Nicotine Offers “Max Nicotine” Option, Fulfilling Vaper Demand And Traditional 
Cigarette Smoker Appeal.

[HOLLYWOOD, FL] Element E-Liquids has released its newest addition to their award-winning vape 
liquid collection, known as Ns20. A revolutionary new salt-based nicotine, Ns20 boasts a 20 mg 
nicotine content, making it the highest allowable in the EU. TPD compliant and available in 10 ml across 
the company’s top-selling Premium Dripper, FAR, Emulsions and Tobacconist lines, Ns20 is primed to 
become Element’s best e-liquid release to date. 

Entirely versatile, Ns20 can be used with any vaping device, from the traditional “mouth to lung” to a 
sub-ohm tank setup, making it a highly sought after addition to capitalize on demand and reach within 
existing as well as emerging markets across the EU. With a dominant VG to PG ratio, this innovative 
vape juice rivals nicotine levels found in traditional tobacco cigarettes while maintaining an incredibly 
smooth draw. No longer will vapers have to endure less than desirable nicotine effectiveness, thus, a 
less than satisfiable nicotine experience.

“Element has always been known for its innovative, award-winning e-liquids, and in keeping with that 
cutting edge approach, we felt the time was right to reveal our next generation: the Ns20 line.” said 
David Botton, Element E-Liquid’s CEO   

Regarded as one of the best vape juice brands since their launch in 2014, it should come as no surprise 
the company is already receiving highly favorable reviews surrounding Ns20’s premier. Element 
continues to earned praise for all of their top selling liquids, and their very popular Pink Lemonade and 
Watermelon Chill flavors are among the impressive varietals offered within the Ns20 lineup. Already the 
recipient of the Best Tobacco of The Show award for the Ns20 version of their coveted 555 Tobacco 
flavor at the 2017 Vaper Expo UK, and always at the forefront of the e-liquids market, Element is poised 
to lead the “nic salt” movement well into the foreseeable future.

“Developing Ns20 was an exciting experience for us,” added David Botton. “Its unique ability to deliver 
superior smoothness with maximum nicotine was the breakthrough many vapers and traditional 
smokers have been waiting for. Because of this, we’re proud of our continued commitment in offering 
the highest quality designer e-liquids found anywhere in the industry.” 

The new Ns20 line from Element E-liquids is now available and can be found in 14 flavors. To purchase 
the all-new Ns20 e-liquid, visit them online at uk.elementeliquids.com. All additional details for those 
interested in Element’s newest vape juice products, along with information regarding wholesale 
inquiries, can also be found on their website. Be sure to follow Element on Facebook and Instagram for 
all the latest information regarding new product releases including the launch of Ns20. 

Since its inception in 2014, Element has established itself amongst the top e-liquids on the market 
today. A recipient of numerous award-winning accolades, they have garnered an international 
reputation as the influential standard for quality and performance.





Ns20: Company Bio - Element E-Liquid

Since debuting in 2014, Element hit the ground running with an immediate impact upon the exploding 
electronic cigarette industry. Their goal was simple; change the game by creating the best selling, most 
highly sought after vape juices on the market. Instantly recognizable, their periodic table-like branding is 
symbolic of the company’s advanced nature and technical ambition. Such distinctive appeal has 
inspired their renowned FAR, Tonix, Emulsions and Tobacconist lines to much success.    

A highly influential presence within the vapor world, Element E-Liquids has crafted a plethora of 
revolutionary vape juices celebrated for their superb taste and remarkable quality. Widely respected for 
their trailblazing innovation, they were the first to introduce “Max VG” e-liquids in the United Kingdom 
and continue their forward-thinking approach with the new Ns20 range of premium salt based nicotine. 
Using only premium ingredients and a proven methodology, Element consistently produces 
award-winning designer e-liquids admired around the world.  

Always pushing the envelope for what comes next, Element has firmly asserted itself as the premier 
e-liquid producer by way of their ingenuity, and of course, the incredible flavors their e-liquids are 
known for.      







Ns20: FAQ - Frequently Asked Questions 

What you need, or want to know about Ns20, the most innovative nicotine salt e-liquid on the market. 
Everything about this product is revolutionary; get ready to experience “max nicotine!” The following 
FAQ offers vapers an extensive Q & A to help better understand Element E-Liquid’s new salt-based 
nicotine line, and why it is changing the way things have been done regarding nicotine.

Q: What is Ns20?
A: Ns20 is a remarkable new salt-based nicotine available in 14 Element E-Liquid flavors, and offers a 
more realistic, true-to-form nicotine experience. Ns20 equates to nicotine salts, similar to what smokers 
are accustomed to in traditional cigarettes, and offers a significantly smoother nicotine ‘hit’ due to its 
unique nic salt makeup not found in traditional e-liquids currently available on the market.

Q: Who is Ns20 for?
A: Smokers and vapers who want a more fulfilling nicotine experience will enjoy the satisfaction that 
comes as a result of vaping this revolutionary vape juice.

Q: What is the most important difference between nicotine salts and standard e-liquids?
A: The inhale/exhale characteristics, and of course, the unmistakable smoothness of Ns20 are the most 
distinctive qualities that set it apart from standard e-liquids, offering a superb nicotine option for vapers 
and traditional smokers who prefer a more satisfying vape experience. 

Q: Is Ns20 a good product to start vaping with?
A: Absolutely! Smokers especially will find it familiar and enjoyable. However, Ns20 aims to appeal 
towards all vapers of any level who wish to enjoy an incredibly smooth, superior nicotine experience.   

Q: What makes Ns20 a better choice for smokers?
A: For smokers who are accustomed to nicotine found in traditional cigarettes, this is the premier 
e-liquid to begin their vape journey with.

Q: What benefits will Ns20 smokers gain from this product?
A totally satisfying experience, that feels like what they’re used to. For smokers looking to transition 
from tobacco to vaping exclusively, the feeling will be one they are accustomed to and free from the 
adverse side effects that occur with insufficient nicotine found in conventional e-liquids.

Q: Why isn’t Ns20 sold by everyone in the vapor products industry?
A: This highly innovative product is an Element exclusive. It has just been perfected for release, and it is 
a groundbreaking alternative for those who seek a superior nicotine experience beyond tobacco.
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